Televic Education & Popay make learning
more efficient and effective
20 February 2018. Izegem, België. HR Tech supplier Popay and software
provider Televic Education announce that they integrate their software
solutions Edumatic (Televic) and Popay.learn (Popay). Thanks to this
unique, end-to-end solution HR professionals and employees are able to
manage their learning and development activities more efficiently and
more effectively, and companies will gain insight in the ROI of made
training efforts.
Learning and training demand a lot of time and resources from companies. They are often
organised from a legal perspective, for instance when procedures are obliged, or when
certificates or quality accreditation need to be gained. Training as a result is high on the HR
agenda.
Many companies and institutions already rely on Edumatic, the innovative online practice
and evaluation platform of Televic Education, to expand, train and test employee's
knowledge about products, regulations and so much more in an interactive manner that is
more efficient than traditional education. At the same time, Edumatic enables companies to
measure which knowledge is present and which is lacking within the organisation. This
allows companies to invest more effectively in sustainable learning efforts with a higher
return as a result.
Popay.learn, the learn management module in Popay’s HR suite, takes away the admin
burden from HR as employees can search and sign up for suitable training sessions
themselves. Next to that, the HR department can monitor the individual progression of each
employee.
Thanks to the integration of Edumatic and Popay.learn, training management become
simpler and more efficient. Not only the management of learning programmes is automated
but the development and the offering as well: from the definition of the objectives at group
level, over the accessibility of the interactive and individual learning and practice modules,
to the management of the certifications at employee level with its performance
measurements.
“Scientific research around memory shows that people remember better when they need to
pull information from their memory through tests. That is the core principle of our Edumatic
solution, namely evaluating is the new learning. That makes training more effective.” says
Joris Vanholme, Business Development manager at Televic Education. “We’re pleased that
we have found a partner in Popay who can help us with the talent & learning management

functionalities around Edumatic. The deep integration between our solutions offers a winwin situation for both employee as well as employer.”
Johan Vandersmissen, Sales Director at Popay, says: “In today’s digital era, technology
becomes more important in all areas, and this is also the case when it comes to learning and
development. Televic Education has a very strong reputation when it concerns innovative
and results-oriented learning solutions. Obviously, we are very pleased that they want to
collaborate with us.”
The integration between the software solutions is being developed by the two companies
jointly. Both Popay and Televic have been active in the market of learning and development
for a long time. Their clients are both small as well as large enterprises and come from all
kinds of sectors.

About Popay
Popay is a Belgian-based IT provider of HR and payroll solutions: personnel management,
pay roll, performance & learning management, recruitment and selection, and HR-analytics.
For more information, please visit http://www.popay.be

About Televic Education
Televic Education is a world leader in the development of research-based solutions that help
solve training, quality, certification, accreditation, permanent evaluation and collaboration
challenges in many different industries.
The combination of our in-depth knowledge of specific sectors with scientific research has
enabled us to create innovative solutions and to build long-term relationships with our
clients that range from governments, educational institutions, hospitals as well as
corporates.
Televic Education is part of Televic, an international company specialized in innovative
communication technology. Televic, headquartered in Belgium, employs over 700
employees worldwide, and maintains operations across Europe, Middle East, Asia and the
US. For more information, please visit: https://www.televic-education.com
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